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Abstract-- In this paper we study and compare various color
image restoration algorithms for remote farming application.
Here, we are mainly analyzing Wiener, Lucy Richardson and
regularized deconvolution algorithms and then using PSNR
and MSE value we can find which algorithm works better for
remote farming application.
Index Terms — Deconvolution
transform, Blur, Noise .

algorithms,

II. IMAGE DEGRADATION

Fourier

Fig. 1 Image Degradation Model[1]

I. INTRODUCTION
India is an agricultural country where 70% of population
depends on agriculture. There is wide range of crops
available and to monitor them by expert we use various
remote techniques by which one can detect plant diseases and
can suggest suitable pest control or other insecticides to
farmers at remote places. All such highly used technical ways
results in quality and optimum yield of crops. Image
processing is one such technique. Here, in this paper we are
discussing color image restoration which is one of the first
step involve in image processing. By the use of color image
restoration we can restore color images from degraded
images. Images can be acquitted via various methods such as
camera, microscope, telescope etc. The acquitted images are
then represented in digital form in processors. Digital
representation of an image means image represented in
matrix form. During image acquisition process some noise
and blur effects gets added due to sensor noise ,blur due to
camera misfocus or due to relative object–camera motion,
random atmospheric turbulence to the original image
resulting in an degraded image[1],[2]. In order to obtain an
approximate image of real image from a blurred and noisy
one image restoration is use[1]. There are many
deconvolution algorithms and filters for image restoration
such as Wiener, Lucy-Richardson, Blind deconvolution etc.
Here, in this paper we are mainly, discussing Wiener , LucyRicardson and regularized deconvolution algorithm for color
image restoration in frequency domain and then compare
them. Here, we consider that we have knowledge of PSF. All
the work has been done using MATLAB.
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Various form of degradation gets added to an image during
acquisition process. There are various forms of degradations
such as: additive noise, linear blurring, additive noise +
linear blurring and complex noise + linear blurring. Here, in
this paper we are using third form of degradation i.e. additive
noise + linear blurring as shown[5]:

g(x,y)=f(x,y)*H(x,y)+ n(x,y)

(1)

Here, “*” means convolution.
f(x,y) is the real image acquired by camera or any other
acquisition device which then gets degraded by convolving
with degradation filter H along that noise n(x,y) also gets
added to it resulting in a degraded image g(x,y).
A. Noise:
Image noise is unwanted fluctuations. Noise can be added to
images during image acquisition (faulty CCD elements),
during image transmission (channel interference) or during
image processing (compression).We normally assume that
noise is an additive and not correlated with the image. The
range and distribution of noise values can vary significantly
from one image to the next. There are various types of image
noises present in the image like Gaussian noise, salt &
pepper noise, speckle noise, shot noise, white noise etc[4].
Here, we are comparing our results using Gaussian noise.
B. Blur:
The blurring of images is modeled as the convolution of an
ideal image with a 2-D point-spread function (PSF).If the
ideal image would consist of a single intensity point or point
source, this point would be recorded as a spread-out intensity
pattern , hence the name point-spread function. There are
many blurring effects present such as linear motion blur, out
of focus blur, atmospheric turbulence blur [4],[5]. In
MATLAB blur effect can be added using fspecial filter.
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There is various form of blur present in MATLAB such as
average, disk, laplacian, motion etc.
III.

IMAGE RESTORATION

A degraded image can be restored in order to get an
approximate of real image. The image restoration can be
done either in spatial domain or in frequency domain [5].

used for simulation are taken from agricultural database. In
figure 3(a) original image is present and in 3(b) degraded
image 3(c), 3(d) and 3(e) contains restored image using
wiener deconvolution, regularized and lucy-richardson
method respectively. In this whole work we have assume that
we have knowledge of only PSF.
Original Image

Fig.2 Image Restoration Model[1]

fˆ

(x,y) is the restored image using restoration filter.

Here, we are restoring a degraded image in frequency
domain. In frequency domain the Equation 1 is represented
as:
G(u,v)=F(u,v).H(u,v)+n(u,v)

(a)
Blurred & Noisy

(2)

In frequency transform convolution is replaced by product
form [1].
A. Wiener Filter
Wiener filter is a method of restoring image in the presence
of blur and noise.
The frequency-domain expression for the Wiener filter is:
W(s) = H(s)/F+(s) ,
(3)
H(s) = Fx,s(s) eas /F-x(s)
(4)

(b)
Restored Image(Lucy-Richardson), NUMIT = 5

Where,
F(s) is blurred image, F+(s) causal, F-x(s) anticausal
B. Regularized Filter
Regularized filter is the deblurring method to deblur an
image by using deconvolution function deconverge which is
effective when the limited information is known about
additive noise[11].
C. Lucy – Richardson
The Richardson – Lucy algorithm also known as Richardson
– Lucy deconvolution, is an iterative procedure for
recovering a latent image that has been the blurred by a
known PSF[11].
Ci =
Pij Uj
(5)



(c)
Restored Image(Regularized)

j

Where,
Pij is PSF at location i and j, Uj is the pixel value at j in blurred
image. Ci is the observed value at pixel location i.
IV. SIMULATION
The color image restoration is implemented using
MATLAB(R2009a) and tested for all algorithms. Here, we
use a crop image „leaf1.jpg‟ for testing purpose. The images
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(d)

Restored Image(Regularized)

Restored Image(Wiener)

(e)
Fig.3(a) Original Image ,(b) Blurred & Noisy Image, (c) Lucy-Richardson
Deconvolution, (d) Regularized Deconvolution (e) Wiener Deconvolution.

d.
Restored Image(W iener)

Original Image

e.
Fig.4(a) Original Image ,(b) Blurred & Noisy Image, (c) Lucy-Richardson
Deconvolution, (d) Regularized Deconvolution (e) Wiener Deconvolution.
a.
Blurred & Noisy

TABLE I
Mean Square Error value and Peak Signal to Noise Ratio value for fig.3

Filter Type

MSE Value

PSNR Value(dB)

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

Wiener

0.0342

62.7364

Lucy- Richardson

0.0373

62.4127

Regularized

0.0113

67.5902

b.
Restored Image(Lucy-Richardson)
0.04
0.035
0.03
0.025
0.02
0.015
0.01
0.005
0

Wiener
Regularized
Lucy-Richardson

MSE Value

c.
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Fig.7 MSE value For all Deconvolution Algorithms.

68
66
64

Wiener

62

Regularized

60

Lucy-Richardson

58
PSNR
Value

Fig.8 PSNR value For both types of Wiener Deconvolution using various Blur
effects.

The experimental result shows that the approach using
Regularized Deconvolution is better then other
deconvolution algorithms. Here,we have knowledge of PSF
only for the color images.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work we are restoring color image i.e. true RGB image
by using various deconvolution algorithms in frequency
domain. We assumed that we have only degraded image and
knowledge of PSF.
The simulation results are compared by PSNR and MSE.
And on simulation we found the results obtained by
Regularized algorithm are better then other restoration
algorithms for the testing image „leaf1.jpg‟ for given
application.
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